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Abstract

We discuss connections and differences between the hole argument
in general relativity on the one hand, and Putnam’s model-theoretic
argument against metaphysical realism (‘Putnam’s paradox’) on the
other. Both arguments identify means by which objects in theories
fail to correspond uniquely to metaphysical content in the world, and
thereby motivate anti-realism about certain structure. We object to
claims that the hole argument is a specific case of Putnam’s para-
dox, because (following Pooley (2002)) the latter underwrites a more
pervasive failure of correspondence than the former. Both of these
arguments have been responded to through meta-linguistic means—
while van Fraassen (1997) claims that Putnam’s paradox dissolves due
to our inability to identify a function mapping our theories to objects
in the world independent of our total language, Bradley and Weather-
all (2022) maintain that the language of general relativity does not
allow for the hole argument to be formulated. In the latter sections of
this article, we compare these responses and assess the extent to which
either is successful.
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1 Introduction

The hole argument in its modern guise challenges ‘manifold substantivalism’,
which is the position that the manifold in general relativity (GR) should be
interpreted as existing independently of the material fields that lie upon
it.1 The hole argument claims that two models of GR related by diffeomor-
phism, differing non-trivially only in a ‘hole region’, are both empirically
equivalent solutions of the theory, thereby leading it to suffer from both
underdetermination and indeterminism problems—notions we will explain
below. Putnam’s model-theoretic argument—sometimes known as Putnam’s
paradox—targets metaphysical realism, which (at least in part) is the po-
sition that there exist mind-independent objects in the world such that a
correspondence relation between these objects and words in our language
constitutes truth, by suggesting the failure of our theories’ referential terms
to latch onto such mind-independent objects.2

There are clear affinities between these two arguments: in both cases,
terms or structures in theories fail to correspond uniquely to entities in
the world, motivating the rejection of certain ontological commitments—
the spacetime manifold (qua entity independent of material fields) in the
case of the hole argument, and a mind-independent world in the case of
Putnam’s paradox. However, there are also important differences between
the two arguments, with Putnam’s paradox evidently underwriting a more
pervasive failure of correspondence than the hole argument. In any case,
both of these arguments have been responded to in similar ways through
meta-linguistic means, and it is upon such meta-linguistic responses which
we focus in this article.

While Weatherall’s response to the hole argument (Weatherall 2018)—
which can be understood as being meta-linguistic in nature, as elaborated
upon by Bradley and Weatherall (2022)—claims that the language of GR
does not have the resources to generate the hole argument, van Fraassen
(1997) argues that Putnam’s paradox dissolves due to our inability to iden-
tify a function mapping the terms in our theories to objects in the world
in a manner independent of our own language.3 We argue that these solu-

1See (Earman and Norton 1987) for the canonical statement of the hole argument in
the modern philosophical literature, and e.g. (Norton et al. 2023) for a survey of responses
to the problem which have since been offered. Of course, at least some of the substna-
tivalism/relationalism debate consists in establishing exactly what ‘exists independently’
amounts to—we won’t discuss this further here, but see e.g. (Pooley 2013) for further
details.

2For more on metaphysical realism, see (Button 2013, ch. 1).
3To be clear: Bradley and Weatherall (2022) don’t explicitly compare their response to

the hole argument with van Fraassen’s response to Putnam’s paradox; however, we take it
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tions possess dissimilarities because of differences in the original arguments;
this is also why we consider the former argument to more questionable than
the latter: the former invokes a stricture that GR be interpreted ‘in the
language of Lorentzian manifolds’, while the latter necessarily involves the
total language of a community.

The structure of the article is this. In §2 and §3, we introduce the hole
argument and Putnam’s paradox, respectively. In §4, we compare the two
arguments. In §§5–6, we introduce respectively Weatherall’s response to the
hole argument and van Fraassen’s response to Putnam’s paradox, before
contrasting and evaluating the arguments in §7. In §8 we conclude.

2 The hole argument

The hole argument in its original form was introduced by Einstein during
his development of GR, as an argument against generally covariant theories,
which are invariant under general coordinate transformations (see e.g. (Nor-
ton et al. 2023) or (Stachel 2014) for the history). Motivated by a failure to
reconcile his initial theory, which was generally covariant, with Newtonian
gravitational theory in the weak field limit, Einstein sought to reject whole-
sale all generally covariant theories. Eventually accepting general covariance
as integral to the formulation of GR, he would later go on to argue that the
physical content of a theory is exhausted by the catalogue of the spacetime
coincidences it licenses (his famous ‘point coincidence argument’). Accord-
ing to Einstein (but speaking somewhat anachronistically), two models of
GR related by hole diffeomorphism are such that if one represents a cer-
tain possible world then the other represents that world equally well, since
spacetime coincidences are preserved by diffeomorphism. However, Earman
and Norton (1987) would revive the hole argument in order to attack the
position of manifold substantivalism, introduced above.

We now present the hole argument a little more rigorously. The models
of GR are tuples ⟨M, gab,Φ⟩, consisting of a differentiable manifold M , a
Lorentzian metric field gab on M , and fields Φ on M representing matter.
These objects possess different mathematical properties, especially in terms
of their respective isomorphisms. For differentiable manifolds, the standard
of isomorphism is diffeomorphism: smooth transformations (with smooth
inverses) preserving differential structure. The addition of a metric to a
bare manifold results in a Lorentzian manifold, which implements further
structure; the standard of isomorphism for Lorentzian manifolds is isometry,
which in addition preserves distances and angles.4

To formulate the hole argument, define a diffeomorphism h : M → M .

that the clear parallels between the two responses to their respective arguments suggests
that a philosophical comparison would be illuminating.

4See e.g. (Menon and Read 2023) for a discussion of different notions of isometry.
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This mapping induces a transformation on tensor fields defined on the man-
ifold, called a pullback, h∗. The new model generated by the diffemorphism
is then written as ⟨M, g̃ab, Φ̃⟩ := ⟨M,h∗gab, h

∗Φ⟩. The particular diffeomor-
phism considered is one for which the metrics gab and g̃ab are everywhere
pointwise identical save for a ‘hole’, which is a subset of the manifoldH ⊂M
where the diffeomorphism is non-trivial.

A problem now arises because the Einstein equation, which is meant to
determine the dynamical content of GR, is diffeomorphism invariant: any
model of GR that is a solution to the Einstein equation yields a set of diffeo-
morphic models that are also solutions. Moreover, because the observable
quantities in a spacetime theory are invariant under diffeomorphism, all em-
pirical content is preserved; no physical data will differentiate between the
two models, even though the metric and matter fields have different values
at manifold points within the hole.5 This leads to a problem of underde-
termination; there is also a problem of indeterminism, because if the hole
H ⊂M lies to the future of some spacelike Cauchy surface Σ, then the laws
plus data at a given time would seem to fail to fix what will happen to the
future—a failure of Laplacian determinism.6

To formulate their argument against manifold substantivalism, Earman
and Norton propose the principle of ‘Leibniz Equivalence’: “Diffeomorphic
models represent the same physical situation” (Earman and Norton 1987,
p. 522). They see Leibniz Equivalence as an acid test of substantivalism,
arguing that a substantivalist cannot take diffeomorphic models to represent
the same physical situation and must therefore reject the principle. While
they do not invoke a specific substantivalist position, they give examples of
associated views that violate Leibniz Equivalence, such as the position that
“...each model is a physically possible world, one of them being our world...”
(Earman and Norton 1987, p. 521).7 If only diffeomorphism-invariant con-
tent is treated as physically real, then the manifold, which apparently con-
tributes nothing to the physical description, should be eliminated (at least
qua entity independent of material fields). This contradicts the position of

5Notably, this argument presented by Earman and Norton “applies to all local space-
time theories and that includes generally covariant formulations of virtually all known
spacetime theories”, making it more general than Einstein’s initial version (Norton et al.
2023).

6For much more detailed recent discussion of the underdetermination and indetermin-
ism problems, see (Pooley and Read 2021).

7Modulo an apparent equivocation between models and worlds, Rynasiewicz labels this
view ‘model literalism’: “Each model represents a possible physical situation, and distinct
models represent distinct situations” (Rynasiewicz 1994, p. 409); he identifies this view
as leading to Einstein’s initial rejection of diffeomorphism invariance. Another alternative
to Leibniz Equivalence which Rynasiewicz invokes is ‘model selectivism’, which is “the
thesis that some models may fail to represent any situation whatsoever, although distinct
models which do represent situations represent distinct situations”. This latter position
linked to the views of authors such as Maudlin (1988) and Butterfield (1989) (Rynasiewicz
1994, p. 414).
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the manifold substantivalist.
The conclusion of Earman and Norton’s argument is therefore the rejec-

tion of manifold substantivalism: since the models do not agree on the points
of the manifold upon which the fields take their values despite their being
empirically equivalent, we should eliminate the extraneous structure of the
manifold. The aforementioned principles are not uncontroversial; there are
responses denying that one’s position regarding Leibniz Equivalence can be
used as a measure of one’s commitment to substantivalism. These responses
have often been labelled ‘sophisticated substantivalism’; we will not explore
these arguments in this paper.8

3 Putnam’s paradox

We now move onto Putnam’s paradox, which is a more general argument
targeting ‘metaphysical realism’. Button (2013, ch. 1), drawing on Put-
nam’s own characterisation of the view, characterises metaphysical realism
by way of the following three criteria: 1) objects, relations, and properties
in the world exist independently of the human mind, and are not dependent
upon our perceptions; 2) truth is characterised as a correspondence relation
between words and these mind-independent entities; and 3) even an ideal
theory can be false. The key idea behind Putnam’s argument is that, given
a particular model satisfying a theory, containing terms referring to objects
in the world and predicates whose extensions supposedly reflect relation-
ships between these objects, one can always find another model which also
satisfies the theory. The intuition is that “there is no semantic glue to stick
our words onto their referents, and so reference is very much up for grabs”
(Lewis 1984, p. 221).

There are several versions of the model-theoretic argument, but we focus
on a particularly simple formulation: what Button (2013) calls the ‘permu-
tation argument’.9 As an example, Putnam proposes the sentence, ‘A cat
is on a mat.’ Given a possible world in which this statement is true, the
sentence can nevertheless “be reinterpreted so that in the actual world ‘cat’
refers to cherries and ‘mat’ refers to trees without affecting the truth-value”
of the sentence in any possible world (Putnam 1981, p. 33). Putnam demon-
strates this through a redefinition of terms under three cases (Putnam 1981,
p. 34):

(a) Some cat is on some mat, and some cherry is on some tree.

(b) Some cat is on some mat, and no cherry is on any tree.

8See e.g. (Pooley 2002, §4.1.4) for more on sophisticated substantivalism.
9For a more mathematically sophisticated version of Putnam’s paradox based on the

Löwenheim-Skolem theorem, see (Putnam 1980). Both versions essentially seek to demon-
strate that, given a particular model satisfying a theory, one can always construct another
model satisfying the theory using methods provided in the argument.
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Figure 1: The permutation argument when predicates are the same.

(c) Neither of the foregoing.

Then consider the following definitions (Putnam 1981, p. 34):

• “x is a cat* if and only if case (a) holds and x is a cherry; or case (b)
holds and x is a cat; or case (c) holds and x is a cherry.”

• “x is a mat* if and only if case (a) holds and x is a tree; or case (b)
holds and x is a mat; or case (c) holds and x is a quark.”

In all possible worlds, the sentence “A cat is on a mat” is true if and only
if “A cat* is on a mat*” is true. Reinterpreting “cat” as “cat*” and “mat”
as “mat*” results in the failure of determination that Putnam seeks to
highlight—despite the terms ‘cat’ and ‘mat’ referring to cherries and trees
respectively in the actual world, the truth value of the sentence across possi-
ble worlds is preserved. Figure 1 demonstrates the relationships in the actual
world between the names and referents (in black), as well as predicates and
extensions (in blue), in Putnam’s example above.

Despite permuting the objects to which the terms in the theory refer,
the truth values of the sentences in the theory remain constant. Putnam’s
conclusion is that, regardless of the constraints we place on the interpre-
tations of our models, even ones which fix truth values across all possible
worlds, we fail to determine a unique model: “settling the truth values of
every sentence in some language is insufficient to pin down the reference” of
the terms in our theory (Button 2013, p. 16). We are therefore unable to
verify whether our theories accurately refer to objects and relations in the
world.

Putnam’s above example, however, obscures the full generality of his
argument.10 Because both sentences utilise the predicate “...is on...”, it ini-
tially appears that the permutation argument applies only to specific cases

10To be clear: we don’t intend to imply by this that Putnam was somehow unaware of
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Figure 2: The permutation argument when predicates are different.

where the objects in question share predicates. Putnam’s paradox in fact ex-
tends to more general cases where the predicates are different. For example,
given the spacetime points A, B, C, and D, consider the two sentences, “A is
spacelike separated from B”, and “C is timelike separated from D”. Assume
that the sentences are true in the actual world. To construct an equivalent
scenario to above, one first swaps the names of spacetime points: A with
C, and B with D. However, unlike the original scenario, one must also swap
the extensions of the predicates: “...is spacelike separated from...” now has
the pair {C, D} in its extension, while “...is timelike separated from...” has
the pair {A, B} in its extension (see Figure 2).

Since the extensions and referents contained within each sentence remain
matched, the truth values of the original sentences are constant under such
a permutation, further demonstrating how Putnam’s argument undermines
our theories’ relationship with the world. Note that these permutations
describes the same physical scenario; the names and predicates associated
with objects may change, but the physical quantities in the actual world
remain the same—an important point to which we return in §4.

One can link Putnam’s views to Quine’s arguments regarding the in-
scrutability of reference. Quine (1968) considers a situation in which one
seeks to translate the term ‘gavagai’ in a foreign language to English. As-
sume that the term is used while gesturing at a rabbit. Because “a whole
rabbit is present when and only when an undetached part of a rabbit is
present; also when and only when a temporal stage of a rabbit is present”,
we cannot determine whether ‘gavagai’ refers to a rabbit, an undetached
part of a rabbit, or a temporal stage of a rabbit (Quine 1968, p. 188). Quine
argues that this failure of translation applies equally to the issue of reference
in our own language, resulting in further inscrutability of reference. This

the generality of his argument!
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reinforces Putnam’s argument for the failure of metaphysical realism—our
theories appear to be satisfied by any model with the correct cardinality.11

4 Comparison of the arguments

The affinities between Putnam’s paradox and the hole argument has been
noted by authors such as Rynasiewicz (1994) and Liu (1996), who indeed
claim the hole argument is a specific case of Putnam’s paradox. Rynasiewicz
claims that both arguments state that “given any complete description of a
single state of affairs, there are hopelessly many distinct but indiscernible
ways of construing the extensions of the descriptive terms of the language
on the domain of discourse in question” (Rynasiewicz 1994, p. 419). In the
case of the hole argument, the referents of spacetime points in the theory
are fixed. Furthermore, the extensions of predicates related to topological
properties remain unchanged. However, quantities within the hole described
by the metric and material fields are subject to a failure of determination
under hole diffeomorphisms—and by identifying the diffeomorphisms with
the permutations discussed above, there is a supposed parallel to Putnam’s
paradox.

Liu (1996) makes a similar argument, claiming that what Earman and
Norton (1987) call the ‘gauge theorem’—the statement that diffeomorphisms
of a given model fulfilling a spacetime theory are also models of that theory—
is in fact “the Putnam theorem restricted to spacetime points and their
physical properties” (Liu 1996, p. 249). To support this claim, Liu ar-
gues that a spacetime theory consists mainly of names α, β, . . ., referring to
spacetime points, and predicates P1, . . . , Ps, referring to the properties of
these spacetime points (Liu 1996, p. 249). Given an interpretation I which
maps the names to a “manifold of spacetime points” M (an atypical char-
acterisation that we will comment on below), and provides extensions Oi
to predicates, Liu denotes models of the theory under interpretation I as
tuples m = ⟨M,Oi|i = 1, ..., s⟩. Noting that hole diffeomorphisms h map
m to m′ = ⟨M,h∗Oi|i = 1, ..., s⟩, he claims that such mappings are “are
nothing but ‘C∞ differentiable’ permutations, clearly a subset of the permu-
tations used in the Putnam theorem” (Liu 1996, p. 249). He concludes that
the hole argument is not a problem about indeterminism between possible

11Such arguments highlight the similarity with Newman’s objection in the context of
epistemic structural realism (on which see (Ainsworth 2009)). Epistemic structural realism
is the view that we can only learn about the structure of the unobservable world, but not
its content. One approach Ramseyfies the sentences of a theory by replacing unobservable
terms with existentially quantified variables. Newman’s objection states that any set of
objects with the right cardinality will fulfil such a theory, rendering the Ramseyfied theory
unsatisfactory as a description of the world. However, Newman’s objection applies only
to unobservable terms within a Ramseyfied theory, while Putnam’s paradox expands the
objection beyond just Ramseyfied unobservable terms to cover all terms in a theory.
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Figure 3: Permutations resulting from the hole argument.

worlds, but instead one about the inscrutability of reference as in the case
of Putnam’s paradox.

We now consider counterarguments against Rynasiewicz (1994) and Liu
(1996) from Pooley (2002), who identifies a significant difference between
Putnam’s paradox and the hole argument: “In Putnam’s argument the
permutation of the model’s domain is used to reassign both extensions to
predicates and referents to names, leaving the sentences held true fixed.
In the hole argument, the diffeomorphism is used to reassign predicate ex-
tensions without reassigning the referents of names”, which are points in
spacetime Pooley (2002, p. 113). One particularly important consequence
is that the models considered in the hole argument prima facie represent
distinct physical possibilities, as opposed to the physically identical permu-
tations postulated by Putnam’s paradox. Figure 3 shows the effect of the
hole diffeomorphism on the models of the theory: because the referents of
names and extensions of predicates are different in the two models, they
appear to describe distinct physical possibilities.

To analyse further the arguments of Rynasiewicz (1994) and Liu (1996),
Pooley (2002) notes that there are two ways of understanding the models of
GR: they are either direct descriptions of a possible world, or act as a inter-
mediary between linguistic descriptions and physical possibilities, “providing
an interpretation of the terms of the linguistic description” (Pooley 2002,
p. 111). The first (more common) reading interprets models as descriptions
of possible worlds, and is the view that Rynasiewicz adopts. Pooley argues
that under this reading, manifold points should be understood as bound
variables to ensure that diffeomorphism-related models are descriptions of
the same world, resulting in purely qualitative descriptions of spacetimes.12

12Pooley comments that this reading is closely linked to the process of Ramseyfication
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However, to form a Putnam-type argument in such a situation, one must
not only reassign predicate extensions which describe the properties of the
manifold points, but also reassign the referents of manifold points, which
are spacetime points. Only by doing so can the truth values of the the-
ory’s sentences be preserved in general. The hole argument is different; the
predicates associated with spacetime points change within the hole, but the
map between manifold points and spacetime points remains fixed, since the
models share a single manifold. It is instead a property of GR itself which
permits specific permutations in the form of hole diffeomorphisms. As Poo-
ley notes, the hole argument and Putnam’s paradox may share the same
mechanism in this case, but result in two very different situations.

Alternatively, the manifold points might be identified as names; but then
the models straightforwardly supply descriptions of different spacetimes—for
example, in one model, two spacetime points associated with the manifold
points p and q are spacelike separated, while in another diffeomorphism-
related model, the points are timelike separated. The fact that the referents
of names are preserved across models suggests that the hole argument op-
erates differently from the permutation argument, which permutes all such
relationships within a given model.

The second interpretation of models as “intermediaries between a “the-
ory” and a possible world that makes the theory true” is favoured by Liu,
where the term “theory” is understood as the description of a single possi-
bility (Pooley 2002, p. 235). A model in this sense allows one to distinguish
between possible worlds in which a theory’s statements are all rendered true
and those in which this is not the case, but in this case models are not di-
rect descriptions of possible worlds as the above interpretation suggests (Liu
1996, p. 248). In any case, this construal runs into the same problem: “the
sentences used to describe the scenarios contemplated in the hole argument
typically come from sets that constitute incompatible descriptions” (Pooley
2002, p. 113). Again, one might say that p and q are spacelike separated
in one model but timelike separated in another. The two models do not
correspond to equivalent descriptions, which is necessary to convert the hole
argument into a case of Putnam’s paradox.

Liu’s problematic treatment of Putnam’s paradox in fact begins earlier,
when he defines M (as already noted above) to be a “manifold of spacetime
points” (Liu 1996, p. 246). This definition appears to conflate the mathe-
matical object of a manifold with physical spacetime points, rendering the
mapping between manifold and spacetime points a fixed, tautological re-
lationship rather than the variable relationship necessary for constructing
Putnam’s paradox.13 While this approach is not an issue when consider-

described in footnote 11.
13This understanding of manifold points as being numerically identical with physical

spacetime points also appears to be deployed by Butterfield (1989).
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Figure 4: Two diffeomorphic models of spacetime.

ing the hole argument on its own, it obfuscates the component of Putnam’s
paradox which Pooley seeks to highlight: that the argument must also per-
mute the referents of names to preserve the truth values of sentences. This
issue once again highlights the divergence between the two arguments.

Thus, the two arguments should be considered to be distinct. The hole
argument changes the extensions of predicates within the theory, while main-
taining the mapping from manifold points to spacetime points, which gener-
ates two prima facie distinct physical scenarios: in Figure 4, this corresponds
to moving from the left to the right model through a hole diffeomorphism,
precisely as described in §2. Putnam’s paradox, on the other hand, changes
both the extensions of predicates and the referents to names, resulting in
different descriptions of the same physical scenario: the left model remains
the relevant one even after the permutation.

Finally, we note that there is in some sense a way to make the hole
argument a particular case of Putnam’s paradox.14 If one takes the refer-
ents of the theory to be abstract manifold points, any permutation of the
manifold points is a diffeomorphism. This induces a unique pullback of
the metric, which corresponds to a specific permutation of the extensions.15

Suitably defined, the two resulting models are those which are utilised in the
hole argument—so the permutation version of Putnam’s paradox instanti-

14We thank Eleanor March for raising this point.
15Arledge and Rynasiewicz (2019, p. 5) present a similar argument, claiming that “the

hole argument can be run with any permutation of the underlying point set that is the
identity map [...] outside the hole.”
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ates a case of the hole argument. However, it is unclear how this version
of the hole argument is helpful for understanding the relationship between
abstract mathematical models and physical possibilities, since it appears
to be a purely formal manipulation of the mathematical models. Once a
representation relation exists between manifold and spacetime points, the
previously noted disanalogy between the hole argument and Putnam’s para-
dox returns.16

5 Weatherall’s response to the hole argument

While there have been numerous responses to the hole argument, often tak-
ing on certain metaphysical positions (again, see (Norton et al. 2023) for
a review), we focus now on Weatherall’s proposed mathematical/formalist
solution to the hole argument (Weatherall 2018).17 Weatherall maintains
that the hole argument originates from an improper interpretation of GR’s
mathematical formalism, and dissolves once the correct standard of same-
ness is applied to the models of GR in question. Weatherall claims that
the approach “is essentially neutral on the metaphysics of space and time”,
since (he claims) his solution through the mathematics of GR precedes any
engagement with metaphysical considerations (Weatherall 2018, p. 330).

According to Weatherall, there are two relevant maps between models
of GR involved in the hole argument: 1M and ψ. First, 1M : M → M is
an identity map, where all manifold points are mapped to themselves; ψ is
a diffeomorphism similar to the hole diffeomorphism h in the original hole
argument, and which witnesses the isometry ψ̃ of the two hole-diffeomorphic
models under consideration. With respect to ψ̃, the metrics and therefore
models do in fact agree, with (gab)|p = (g̃ab)|ψ(p) at any point on the man-
ifold. Since (Weatherall argues) hole-diffeomorphic models must be com-
pared using this map which witnesses the isometry of the models under
consideration, the hole argument is thereby (he claims) blocked.18

Bradley and Weatherall (2022) develop this argument from Weather-
all (2018). They state that “the hole argument, by invoking a privileged
identification of spacetime points across models of general relativity, in-

16Arguably, this disanalogy doesn’t extent to approaches which treat the objects of the
manifold to be spacetime points, such as those of Liu (1996) and Butterfield (1989). This,
indeed, strikes us as the most charitable way of reading Liu (1996) on these issues.

17Precursors to Weatherall’s mathematical argument include (Mundy 1992) and (Shul-
man 2017); however, both utilise slightly different formalisms to standard GR: Mundy
relies on a higher-order axiomatization of GR (or semi-Riemannian geometries more gen-
erally), and Shulman reformulates GR in the framework of Homotopy Type Theory with
Univalent Foundations, also known as HoTT/UF. For more on the background to such
mathematical/formalist responses to the hole argument, see (Bradley and Weatherall
2022).

18For a much more detailed evaluation of this ‘argument from mathematical
structuralism’—also discussed below—see (Pooley and Read 2021).
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volves assertions, or invokes structure, that go beyond the theory of GR and
should be viewed as representationally irrelevant” (Bradley and Weatherall
2022, p. 9). Bradley and Weatherall see 1M as inducing exactly this kind
of structure which goes beyond the theory of GR, and therefore should be
rejected as a legitimate standard of comparison for models of the theory.
Thus one should consider Weatherall’s solution as not just mathematical
but also meta-linguistic, insofar as it rejects interpretations of mathematical
structures that transcend the language of GR.19

6 Van Fraassen’s response to Putnam’s paradox

Next, we consider van Fraassen’s attempt at dissolving Putnam’s model-
theoretic argument, which rests on meta-linguistic arguments similar to
those seen above from Bradley and Weatherall (2022) in the context of the
hole argument. Van Fraassen’s argument is based on Putnam’s description
of the act of choosing the mapping between the terms of the theory and the
objects in the world. Van Fraassen claims that this procedure is “couched
in the discourse of physical manipulation”, raising the question of how it
operates with reference to our own capabilities (van Fraassen 2008, p. 20).

To establish the relationship between one’s theory and the world, Put-
nam instructs: “Pick a model M of the same cardinality as The World.
Map the individuals of M one-to-one into the pieces of The World, and
use the mapping to define relations ofM directly in The World” (Putnam
1977, p. 126). Van Fraassen argues that the act of selecting such a func-
tion is not possible for our own language. In order to make this choice, he
maintains that we need “an independent description of both the domain and
range of an interpretation”, such that it is possible to construct meaningful
connections between the terms in the theory and referents in the world (van
Fraassen 2008, p. 234).

For an arbitrary language other than our own, one uses our own language
to describe “an assignment of extensions to its singular and general terms”,
in the form of a function (van Fraassen 2008, p. 233). However, when con-
sidering theories constructed from our own language, we can only use the
language of the theory itself to describe the world, and therefore cannot
identify the requisite function between the theory and the world. The key
point is that “we can grasp an interpretation—i.e. function linking words to
parts of The World—only if we can identify and describe that function.
But we cannot do that unless we can independently describe The World”
(van Fraassen 2008, p. 235). If such an independent description were in fact
possible, then we could be certain of the extensions to the predicates in our

19Cf. (Cudek forthcoming). As Cudek (p.c.) has pointed out to us, there is perhaps a
tension here with the insistence of Bradley and Weatherall (2022) on avoiding ‘semantic
ascent’.
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theory, preventing Putnam’s paradox from arising.
Van Fraassen claims that the paradox is therefore dissolved: no inde-

terminism of reference arises, because we only have one choice of how our
terms refer to objects in the world—the one we have. This solution “does
not transpose to those anthropologists studying recordings of an alien lan-
guage”, because we would be able to identify the function using our own
language, and hence provide a genuine interpretation of the theory in ques-
tion (van Fraassen 1997, p. 21). Nonetheless, van Fraassen argues that this
issue simply cannot arise when considering theories written in our own lan-
guage, where discussion of such a function is apparently meaningless.20

Bradley and Weatherall make a parallel claim in the context of discussing
Rynasiewicz’s views connecting Putnam’s paradox and the hole argument.
They argue that “the advocate for the mathematical response would pre-
sumably deny that there is any problem of reference in the first place, at least
for theories that one takes to fully characterise their subject matter. After
all, to generate the problem for any given theory, one must move from the
formal theory under consideration to the metatheory. And the metatheory
is representationally irrelevant” (Bradley and Weatherall 2022, p. 14).

Just as GR according to Bradley and Weatherall (2022) disallows the use
of further metatheory for making comparisons between models, van Fraassen
claims that we cannot use a language independent of our own to map be-
tween terms of our theory and objects in the world. Note, however, that
Bradley and Weatherall claim such metatheory is irrelevant, not impossible
in the way that van Fraassen claims with regard to finding a function for
connecting our own language to the world. We expand on this difference
(and others) in the next section.

7 Evaluation

Before returning to the above issues, in this section we first explore some
other differences between van Fraassen (1997) on Putnam’s paradox and
Bradley and Weatherall (2022) on the hole argument. To this end, following
the lead of Pooley and Read (2021), first recall that we can isolate two
arguments from Weatherall (2018) against the validity of the hole argument:
(i) the equivocation argument, which maintains that the hole argument relies

20Helpful for understanding this argument is van Fraassen’s account of scientific rep-
resentation, which is explicitly indexical and relativised to human capabilities: “For us
the claim (A) that the theory is adequate to the phenomena and the claim (B) that it is
adequate to the phenomena as represented, that is, as represented by us, are indeed the
same!” (van Fraassen 2006, p. 545). Van Fraassen sees this as an example of a ‘pragmatic
tautology’, which is a logically contingent but practically undeniable statement. Prac-
tically speaking, therefore, we have no choice but to use the language that we have to
represent the world. (To our knowledge, the only other author to bring these aspects of
van Fraassen into contact with the hole argument—albeit without explicit reference to
Putnam’s paradox—is Landsman (2023, §5).)
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on an illegitimate equivocation between two maps used to compare isometric
manifolds: the identity map 1M , and the map which witnesses the isometry
ψ̃; and (ii) the argument from mathematical structuralism, which has already
been presented above, and which has it that in fact it is only legitimate to
compare said pair of isometric manifolds using the map ψ̃.

With these two distinct arguments in mind, note first then that the
equivocation argument cannot be applied to Putnam’s paradox.21 In that
case, there simply is no pair of mappings between models between which
one might equivocate; note that these are not the same as the maps that
van Fraassen denies the possibility of identifying, which are maps between
models and the world, rather than inter-model mappings.

It is only because the manifold M remains fixed between the two mod-
els of GR in typical presentations of the hole argument that the map 1M
is a relevant feature in Weatherall’s case. Putnam’s paradox, applied most
generally, does not leave any structure unaltered, since it aims to under-
mine metaphysical realism altogether—thus inducing a change in the map
between manifold points and spacetime points. One can construct a version
of Putnam’s paradox where the manifold remains fixed, such that 1M is
applicable—but this approach is arguably disanalogous to standard presen-
tations of the hole argument, because it would be based on a permutation
of referents and extensions which are not spacetime points. This again re-
inforces why the hole argument and Putnam’s paradox are distinct: the
latter underlines a more pervasive failure of our terms’ capability to refer to
objects in the world.

On the other hand, Weatherall’s argument from mathematical struc-
turalism is strategically similar to van Fraassen’s solution to Putnam’s para-
dox, where methodological considerations supposedly prevent the problem
from arising in the first place. While in Weatherall’s case, the correct lan-
guage of GR supposedly bars the interpretation of isomorphic models as
inequivalent, van Fraassen argues that the language we use prevents us from
grasping the function which would pick an alternative referential theory.
The lack of linguistic machinery is meant to prevent a multiplicity in the
possible worlds associated to our theories in both cases.

As we see it, there are two main possible lines of objection to Weatherall’s
strategy. The first, as Pooley and Read (2021) have argued, is to grant that
to use 1M and other set-theoretic resources is to step outside of ‘the language
of GR’ (i.e., the language of Lorentzian manifolds), but to maintain that
such a meta-linguistic dissolution does not preclude the countenancing of a
plurality of metaphysical possibilities, which are what lead to a problematic
failure of determination: for more on this, see (Pooley and Read 2021, §5).
GR, defined narrowly as a theory about Lorentzian manifolds, might not

21For much more detailed critical assessment of the equivocation argument, see (Pooley
and Read 2021).
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have the linguistic resources to draw distinctions between possibilities which
would generate the hole argument. However, GR is of course not a complete
theory of nature, and besides (and partly for that very reason), it is not
understood in real scientific practice in such a narrow sense.

Now, Bradley and Weatherall (2022) might respond that none of the
above is relevant to the issue of determinism according to GR. To some
extent, we could be persuaded to agree—but on the other hand, as Cudek
(forthcoming, §5), Gomes (2024), Gomes and Butterfield (2023, §3.2), and
Landsman (2023, §1) argue, the narrow construal of GR to which Bradley
and Weatherall (2022) appeal is inauthentic to how the theory is used in
physics.

This, indeed, brings us to our second possible line of objection to the
strategy of Bradley and Weatherall (2022): to deny that set-theoretic re-
sources such as 1M are not part of language of GR (i.e., to maintain that
they are part of the language of that theory, rather than merely its meta-
language, as Bradley and Weatherall (2022) maintain quite explicitly when
they write that “one can also step outside of the theory and, by invoking the
further expressive resources of the “semantic metalanguage”—basically, Zer-
melo–Fraenkel (ZFC) set theory—one can express differences between set-
theoretic representations of models of the theory” (Bradley and Weatherall
2022, p. 1266)). After all, on standard set-theoretic foundations for mathe-
matics, Lorentzian manifolds are structured sets; in which case, set-theoretic
resources are available, and the argument from mathematical structuralism
begins to look more akin to a sociological stricture than to a mathematical
one. While one could maintain that maps such as 1M are indeed part of
the meta-language by moving to alternative foundations for mathematics
(perhaps—but not necessarily—HoTT/UV, on which see also (Dougherty
2020; Ladyman and Presnell 2020)), Bradley and Weatherall (2022) explic-
itly do not make this move, in which case the position seems to rest upon
a form of mathematical structuralism which is at least controversial—see
(Reck and Schiemer 2023).

So: it is not obvious that resources such as 1M are part of the meta-
language rather than language of GR, and even granting this, it is not
obvious that one cannot avail oneself of them in the physical practice of
GR. Neither of these questions arise in the case of van Fraassen (1997) on
Putnam’s paradox, where the resources needed to generate the problem cer-
tainly are part of the meta-language, and where—given the global nature
of the problem—those resources certainly are not available. One further
point of comparison of potential interest here is with Putnam (2000) on
philosophical scepticism: the claim that there is no problem of philosophical
scepticism for brains-in-vats because the total language of those brains-in-
vats could never be used to articulate the problem might appear to be akin
to van Fraassen (1997) on Putnam’s paradox. However, if there are extra-
vat linguistic resources of which those brains-in-vats can in principle avail
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themselves, then their insistence that such resources cannot be used looks
akin to Bradley and Weatherall (2022) on the hole argument, and in turn
looks correspondingly less convincing.22

So there are further linguistic resources both available and necessary
in the context of GR—firstly, as a non-complete theory, and secondly, in
its capacity as a working theory. This is not the case for van Fraassen’s
dissolution of Putnam’s paradox. Because of the generality of Putnam’s
paradox, the language to which van Fraassen refers is the total language
of a particular community. Only by employing this strategy can Putnam’s
paradox be blocked on linguistic grounds: there is simply no other language
to be used to form the permutation argument. This reinforces our above
point in its appeal to a close attention to our use of language: because the use
of GR involves reference to language beyond that of Lorentzian manifolds,
Bradley and Weatherall’s objection to the hole argument flounders. This
hews precisely along the distinction of irrelevance and impossibility noted in
the previous section, underlining the different levels on which the arguments
operate.

The fact that the hole argument reemerges once one moves beyond the
formalism of GR (granting that one need do this at all) initially suggests a
flaw in van Fraassen’s solution—one which is also revealed via the compar-
ison with Putnam on scepticism. Van Fraassen’s argument appears not to
preclude the possibility of constructing a new language for the purpose of
describing the function between terms in our current language and physical
objects. This seems to recover the case of describing an alien language with
our own language, such that the necessary function is no longer impossible
to find. This meta-language would then be vulnerable to Putnam’s para-
dox. Van Fraassen might argue, like Weatherall, that such meta-languages
are irrelevant ; but this claim is harder to maintain against the generality of
Putnam’s paradox.

However, van Fraassen has a better counterargument available: by once
again claiming that this new meta-language cannot be subject to Putnam’s
paradox due to the lack of an independent language to describe the rele-
vant function with, this criticism of van Fraassen has to resort to a further
new meta-language. The result is an infinite regress, which is problematic
given that the act of language and theory construction is limited by human
capabilities.23

22For more on the analogy between the hole argument and Putnam on philosophical
scepticism, see (Cheng and Read 2022, §4.3).

23van Fraassen (2010, p. 471) further criticises this Tarskian idea of an infinite hierarchy
of languages and meta-languages; he claims that, while we can isolate proper parts of our
language-in-use and construct a meta-language to describe these parts, we cannot just
arbitrarily construct meta-languages so that we have “tools more precise than any tools
we have, to determine the limits of precision of what we have.”
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8 Conclusion

Though the hole argument and Putnam’s paradox are superficially similar,
they are ultimately structurally different: Putnam’s paradox is a general
claim about the description of a single physical possibility within an arbi-
trary theory, while the hole argument relies on a particular feature of GR to
link apparently distinct physical possibilities. Weatherall’s solution to the
hole argument fails to block the emergence of metaphysical plurality, insofar
as there is the possibility of appealing to further language (even granting
that GR itself does not have the linguistic resources to generate the prob-
lem, which is questionable). By contrast, van Fraassen’s (1997) dissolution
of Putnam’s paradox argues that within our own language, we cannot iden-
tify a function which helps map our theoretical terms to objects in the world,
so that no indeterminism between mappings arises; given its global nature,
this argument appears more successful than that of Bradley and Weatherall
(2022).
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